Reflective Peer Observation. A Boon!

Observation is a component of many teacher development programmes and has served number of purposes in the pre-service and in-service. As it is always associated with evaluation it has become a threatening experience for many and teachers are often reluctant to take part in observation. So is it with the pre-service teacher trainees who consider it as another discipline to receive the teaching license developing de-motivating psychological factors link to the affective domain. It deprives the student teachers of enjoying their valuable teaching practice spell during the residential and internship period of the training. Hence, it is important to discuss and find out measures to help the student teachers to view observation as a positive rather than a negative experience right from there initial training. It helps them to develop teaching competencies with pleasurable learning opportunities to be continued in their future carrier. As teacher educators in the respective field we can give recognition to peer observation exploiting the available human and physical resource and teaching learning opportunities already available to experience an economical better learning out put for tomorrow. 

Peer observation practiced during the pre-service formatively can be easily adopted as a means of improving teacher effectiveness as the target group focused is in a flexible age willing to acquire new knowledge, develop positive attitudes and eager to display productive skills related to their future carrier if the correct learning opportunities are given and appropriate learning experiences are created. If carefully designed it can be a spring board to gain professional experiences, competence to face challenges with confidence in varying, dynamic learning needs of the learners in different context of the teaching field. Peer observation which triggers different learning experiences in an authentic context, a real classroom observation of a colleague enables them to reflect on each others actual performance critically and ones own to acquire rich learning experiences worthier than reading many books or viewing a total stranger’s performance in an unknown background in which the student teacher cannot be a lively participator to perceive perceptions that have great impact on all three domains. Peer observation or observing your own colleague in action during the teaching practice spells can be used as an approach to provide experiential learning opportunities for the student teacher to help each other and to collect information that would be useful for self- development which they could not obtain on their own. 

The reflective constructive comments exchanged at the end of each one’s performance promotes their critical thinking, problem solving skills, accountability for their own act, and correct decision making helping them to be an change agent and a team player in exploring what is what and ‘why not’. The collaborative effort of the teacher community has a positive impact on their service recipients; the students in schools and reflective peer observation inculcated in the young paves a strong base for it. Formative reflective peer observation encouraged during the residential and internship years assists in the improvement of teaching. Exposing them to different teaching styles for critical reflection on their own teaching emphasizes the reflective model of professional education introduced by Wallace (1991 pg.2, 6, 9, 19) in training foreign language teachers. Out of the three models he has discussed, the craft, applied science, the reflective  model has less emphasis on prescriptions and top – down directives (craft model) but has more emphasis on inquiry based and discovery- oriented approach of learning (bottom- up). It focuses on devising experiences that require student teacher to generate theories and hypothesis and reflect critically on their own teaching.
 Reflective peer observation allows the student teacher to device experiences of his / her own colleague while critically reflecting on their own teaching designing a re-act expecting a better outcome for self and for their students the next day. Peer observation incorporated in reflective model makes the student less dependent on linguistic and language theory as a source of discipline for second language and attempts to integrate sound educationally based approach. In the peer observation process the peers are involved in gathering and analyzing data collected through observation about teaching. The experiential learning through peer observation is a learner centered approach involving experiential learning followed by a process of reviewing, reflecting an applying what has being learned from one another.

The experiential learning theory (Kolb and Fry 1975, McCaffery 1986) too enhances effective skill transfer, to facilitate conceptual and attitudinal development and encourages appropriate changes in learner behavior. If used with the novices who do not posses much perceived knowledge, rigid skills and attitudes the provision for changes in the three domains are more. Experiential learning used in peer observation is very useful for skill training giving the responsibility for their own learning and requires them to reflect on experiences, draw conclusion and identify applications. Post –peer observation discussion or conference held at the end of each performance enlightens them with this opportunity making the teacher educator, the summative evaluator who is deprived the opportunity of being a formative assessor due to too many assesses to be observed within the short time available. But he/she can play the role of the facilitator in this endeavor watching how much students learn from each other in the new unpredictable learning context they perform finding possible ways as a group to cater to dynamic learning demands of different individuals who come from varying social learning backgrounds. Peer observation comments used as an external source of input at the reflective observation and active experimentation stages of Kolb’s experiential learning cycle enriches learning experience or reflection of the practicing pre-service teachers eliminating de-motivational factors of the affective domain (fear, inhibition, anxiety) making it an enjoyably experience, habit which would develop as a competence in the continuum of teaching-learning process if done regularly. 

According to constructivism learning theory it is believed that learning occurs when the learner constructs his own knowledge from his current and / or past knowledge. The active learner resolves conflicts between ideas and reflects on theoretical explanations and in the reflective peer observation process the peers can exercise this opportunity, focusing on the following questions in the post-peer observation discussion reflecting on ‘what worked best in the lesson’(self and peer reflection), ‘what was the least effective part of the lesson’(self and peer), ‘what could you have done differently to avoid it (self constructivism) / ‘what would you have done differently if you had taught the lesson’(peer constructivism). As the constructivism is based on the idea of discovery learning the teacher educator can function merely as a guide or coach to facilitate exploration of such learning opportunities for the student teacher to experience. 
                                                       
Let me share some of the learning experiences I have gathered in peer observation in the last seven – eight years during the teaching practice spells of the student teachers. It promoted self- development of the trainees encouraging the learning to learn concept making them responsible and accountable for their teacher behavior in the learning - teaching process. They began to critically look at, or mirror themselves in peers performance by observing the colleague to acquire do’s and don’t s confidently reflecting on valid evidences. They displayed positive characteristics of collaborative learning being an experience sharer, experience seeker and experience explorer in teaching looking for innovations and remedial measures as a team. It lessens the burden of the teacher educator coping with a large number of student teachers summative evaluations as they themselves realized the need of self- development through peer learning in order to exhibit better performance day after day. They themselves got an opportunity to be an assessor of the colleague while gaining insight into what is expected from them as a beginning teacher. The attitudinal changes were remarkable compared to the first day of teaching as they became skill explorers enjoying their work with the colleagues rather than getting isolated from the colleagues craving to out do the others for merits. What is needed in this simple endeavor are a proper time table for peer observation activities, qualitative ethnographical instruments such as audio / video recording of lessons, brief written accounts or quantitative instruments such as check lists and forms to be filled. The immediate post-peer observation conference or discussions are vital tools in the process.

Finally, it is important to think of possible systematic ways of using peer observations reflectively in teaching as it provides a structural frame work for the improvement of teaching practice through peer collaboration, reflection, discussion and the disseminations of ideas for better learning outcome. In turn it improves the quality of student teachers pedagogical skills to elicit a quality output from the school children of tomorrow.
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